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(Above: kids after they join post!) 
 

New Member Meeting: 7 pm 
Monday, October 8th 2018! 

Bring your friends to join! Come early! 
7:00 PM Lincoln High School Cafeteria 
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Upcoming Events 

Hands on Greater Portland: Volunteer and fulfill your 
service requirement on October 10th by doing arts and crafts 
with refugee children! Sign up at the meeting and contact 
ursafreeman07@gmail.com with questions. 
 
Bake Sale at Prana on 10/27! From 11 to 4! Come sell 
baked goods at Prana on 23rd with all your fun Post friends! 
What better way to spend a few hours on a Saturday that 
selling cookies and distributing joy? There isn’t one. Be there 
or be square. Sign up at the meeting and contact 
willpost01@gmail.com with questions. 
 

There will be a Forest Park Hike at some point in the beautiful month of October. Keep your 
ears peeled for more news regarding the logistics of this exciting adventure. Because forest park 
is so close, this is a great hike to go on and get to know some of the brand-new Postees! 
 
There are two Smith Rock Trips  coming your way 
in the not-so-distant future! Two opportunities to have 
the time of your life! The first will be October 27 - 28 
and will be for the current Post, and the next will be 
the November 17 - 18 for the second chapter Post. 
Sign up at the meeting! 
 
Performance: Angels descended from the 

legendary studios will 
ignite musical 
transcendance at the 
Lincoln High School 
Cafeteria. Sarah Wolf, 
Charlie Grant, and Peter 
Green will perform a song 
for over 200 Postees! 
 
Stickers  for sale at the October meeting! Jackson Schroeder has 
designed them so be sure to bring a few extra dollars to adorn your 
nalgenes, computers or literally anything. 
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Interview with Marcell Simon, 

Post President 
Lila: Tell us about the election process. Did you have 
to ruthlessly campaign to secure your spot? Why do 
you want to be president? 
Marcell:  I didn’t do any campaigning, which I always 
thought would be a little inappropriate for Post 
positions. Even last year, when there were four or five 
of us (my dear friends) running for the position of 
president, we all understood that it was in the hands of 
the nominating committee who would assess our merit 
and capacity for leadership— so no, I would hope to 
never ruthlessly campaign! The reason I ran for 
president includes my desire to take a step back from 
the all-in climbing/travelling/learning that I’ve been 
doing in the Post for four years, snapping up 

opportunities and lessons left and right, and rather try to join the wonderful team of people 
(advisors, student leadership, the Board) that have been directly and indirectly offering all of 
these things to me. Plus, the Post is undergoing so many transformations this year that I couldn’t 
bring myself to leave it yet, but instead decided to be a part of as much of it as I can—and 
luckily, the presidency allows one to take part in every single part of how the Post runs, 
functions, and thrives.  
 
Lila: Do you feel that the Post is prepared for all the new members? How do you feel about the 
transition from one chapter to two? 
Marcell: It’s difficult to articulate how I feel about the overall Post expansion but I will try! I 
have heard dozens of arguments on all sides about how best to address Post growth, all the way 
from “let’s limit it to 50 and head back to the good old days!” to “we must do everything 
humanly possible to expand until every teenager in Portland is given the option to join the Post 
58!” Though nostalgia is always a factor, it is after all our goal to provide opportunities for 
leadership and growth within a community where students befriend one another regardless of 
their high school, grade level, other interests, etc. I feel that a new chapter will not only alleviate 
the logistical strain caused from having everyone in one grouping all the time (i.e. last year), but 
also create a more intimate atmosphere at each trip and meeting within students and within 
advisors. Two chapters will lead to more high schoolers in Portland learning the wonders of the 
outdoors, the mountains, the world, the wonders of our meetings. There are, at this point, simply 
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too many members for one group in organization of our nature to contain, and the only 
alternative is to turn many sad people away—so I choose the new chapter.  
 
Lila: What is one thing you want to accomplish during your year of presidency?  
Marcell: I suppose one of my greatest hopes this year is that a sense of deep connection (or even 
laughter) will be rekindled between more students and our advisors. What sets the Post apart is 
those relationships, and I fear that having too many (150+) students at every meeting, and a 
random grouping of them on each trip, sets us on a course to alienate the students from the 
advisors and instead make them into two separate groups, rather than one loving and coexistent 
Post 58. Especially for advisors that are unable to go on many trips each year, it’s crucial for 
them to feel appreciated and to foster friendships with youth, because that is the basis of the 
whole structure of our organization!  
 
Lila: If you could say anything to small Marcell during his first new member meeting, what 
would it be?  
Marcell: OH, what an exciting question. I would say hundreds of things to small (literally, I was 
very short) freshman me if I could travel back in time, but the ones that are most useful and 
related to the Post are: a) keep a very open mind, please… climbing a mountain or spending two 
days in a lodge with 80 people in January may not be what you think you want to do, but just 
wait and see how breathtaking those things can be! b) embrace the advisors’ openness and 
kindness even though they’re big scary adults, it will lead you to a lot of mentorship and wisdom 
if you take that initiative! c) talk to people who are not your friends, who don’t go to your 
school: they will absolutely lead to the most memorable people of your next years and beyond. I 
was extremely nervous and hesitant upon entering the room for my first meeting in 2014, but I 
was lucky enough to have such a remarkable  group of older students in the room, laughing and 
hugging more than I had ever seen, so I immediately felt at ease.  

 
The Second Chapter of the Post Starts Soon! 

We expect that the new member meeting on October 4th will produce many interested 
and eager new students! As you know we have decided to create a second chapter of the Post. 
This new chapter will be run just like the current one – same culture, same meeting location 
(different night), same policies, and same administrative oversight. Josiah and Taylor have 
agreed to take on the coordination of this second chapter-  managing the students, planning the 
trips and slowly getting it up to speed as a great experience for the students in that chapter.  Once 
we have all of the new student applications in hand (about October 20 th) we will place the new 
students between the two chapters. New students will have the opportunity to indicate a limited 
number of friends they would like to be situated with. We anticipate that the new group will have 
about 80 members, with the rest being in the current chapter. Both chapters will still be Post 58! 
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Post Receives Coveted Award 
Post 58 has been awarded the prestigious 

“Impact Award” from the Multnomah Athletic 
Foundation.  The award is given to the non-profit 
organization deemed to be the most effective among its grantees and applicants at working with 
youth in sports in the Portland area. In receiving the award the Director of the Foundation told us 
that the “award is about the organization and how it is doing” more than simply about the 
number of youth served. They were most impressed with the Post Outreach Program and its 
attempts to connect with marginalized youth, and with the way the Post is able to “amplify the 
work of its many volunteers." The award brings with it an unrestricted grant award. 

 

Post Parents Donate Their Car! 
 

In what may have been the most efficient 
fundraiser in the history of the Post, seven students 
spent a Saturday afternoon cleaning, polishing and 
detailing a van donated by the family of Post alum 
Vivian Arnone. The group worked feverishly on 
polishing the tire rims, scrubbing the carpets to a 
condition not seen since the van was driven home 
13 years earlier and shining the windows so clean 
we couldn’t tell if they were open or not. A couple 

of advisors spent part of the next day replacing the interior window motor in one of the 
passenger side doors. The following day the van was posted on Craigslist and within 24 hours 
the van went home with a new owner and the Post was $3000 the better for it. Are your parents 
interested donating a vehicle to the Post?  Maybe the family van is not going to be used much 
after the kids head to college. Since the Post is a not for profit organization the donation is tax 
deductible— which can be important to families as the end of the year approaches! 
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In the News 
Military Team Climbs Denali to Research Heart Health 

Last June, four U.S. military veterans and a doctor 
climbed to the top of Denali—the highest point in North 
America at 20,310 feet—all in the name of science. 

The team, operating under the auspices of the 
nonprofit U.S. Expeditions and Explorations (USX) 
handled by Dr. Dave Ohlson, used cardiac monitors for 23 
days to obtain data that could shed light on the effects that 
high altitude may have on the body, including heart attacks, 
strokes and sudden cardiac death. The latter problem condition is the most common cause of 
non-traumatic death in men over 34 years who are exerting themselves in high-altitude environments. 

For Dr. Ohlson, this expedition was a unique opportunity to collect valuable data in a field where 
information is limited, due to the obvious difficulties of carrying out research in hostile, high-altitude 
places. 

Climbers used wireless electrocardiogram sensors to capture cardiology data and cardiac 
arrhythmias at all stages of the expeditions, from Talkeetna (the closest city to Denali, 348 feet above sea 
level) to the summit and then back to Talkeetna. 

Dr. Ohlson briefed the team on how to place the monitors correctly and advised the members to 
keep a journal of the symptoms they experienced daily during the expedition. Nicklas Anthony, USX’s 
marketing and communications director and a U.S. Marine Corps officer, said that the most difficult part 
was waxing his chest so that the sensors could adhere to the skin. “It was extremely painful, I would not 
do it again unless it’s in favor of science,” Anthony said, tongue in cheek. 

Based on the preliminary results, Dr. Ohlson found that one of the five participants had some long 
pauses of up to 3.5 seconds between heartbeats while sleeping. This happened up to 15 times a night 
while sleeping at the highest altitude, 17,200 feet. 

Ohlson explained that, despite what many might think, this isn’t dangerous—in fact, it even 
happens to some people at sea level for various reasons. “People with sleep apnea can get these skipped 
beats when their oxygen levels drop,” said Ohlson. “This isn’t surprising, it is something that others have 
observed at high altitude. The thing that I am excited about is that there are better and better tools for 
doing this kind of research.” 

Though this was only a pilot study to demonstrate the tools and methodologies necessary for this 
type of research, Dr. Ohlson said that the next step will be monitoring hundreds of people at high altitude 
environments. 
For Anthony, USX’s mission of conducting scientific studies in remote places provides an opportunity to 
redefine how people think about veterans: not as heroes or victims, but as people with unique skills and 
abilities to carry out research that can contribute to the benefit of medicine and science. 

“The work of USX gives us a chance to continue to meet the need that drove us into service. USX 
does more than raise awareness. It helps us contribute to something tangible using our abilities to work in 
remote challenging environments,” said Nicklas. 

Next year, Dr. Ohlson plans to publish the final findings of the study and, together with USX, to 
carry out other expeditions that allows him to do more extensive research, the practical implications of 
which are exciting. One day, he hopes doctors will be able tell if there is a risk factor for certain patients 
before they ever step foot in the thin air on high mountains. 
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